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The Mazotos Shipwreck, Cyprus
 A preliminary analysis of the amphora stowage 

system

Stella Demesticha

Although amphora cargoes have been extensively used for the calculation of a ship’s carrying 
capacity, less has been done about the reconstruction of their spatial arrangement – partly 
because well-preserved, coherent shipwrecks are rare in the archaeological record. New 
applications in digital mapping and 3D parametric modelling techniques have been used 
in the interpretation of the Mazotos shipwreck cargo, a 4th-century-BCE site off the south 
coast of Cyprus. The methodology, based on stratigraphic analysis, is presented in detail in 
this paper, with particular emphasis on the reconstruction of the cargo arrangement at the 
fore end.

Keywords: spatial analysis, Greek transport amphorae, shipwreck archaeology, 3D visualization.

Amphora cargoes, abundant in the Mediterranean, are an important source of infor-
mation for diverse aspects of seaborne trade and economy. When little or nothing of 
the ship’s hull is preserved, such cargoes are also the only piece of evidence at the 
archaeologist’s disposal for estimating the ship’s carrying capacity or, at least, its freight 
at the time of wrecking. Furthermore, well-preserved shipwrecks, with coherent strati-
graphic units, can provide comprehensive information about the reconstruction of the 
ship’s space, especially if their cargoes are accurately recorded. This is a rare class of 
shipwreck sites, however, with very few fully excavated examples in the archaeolog-
ical record. The Mazotos shipwreck, currently under excavation, belongs to this class 
of site. It was found at -44 m, 1.5 nautical miles off the south coast of Cyprus, near the 
modern village of Mazotos, in the Larnaca District (Fig. 1). The University of Cyprus 
in collaboration with the Cypriot Department of Antiquities completed six excavation 
seasons between the years 2010 and 2018.

The shipwreck lies on a sandy, almost flat seabed and before any excavation took 
place consisted of an oblong concentration of amphorae, which were partly or totally 
visible. From the beginning of the project, careful recording, use of digital 3D technol-
ogies, and detailed stratigraphic documentation have been prioritized. Thus, although 
excavation is still ongoing, spatial analysis has already been possible and has shown that 
two to four amphora layers were stowed in several parts of the hold. Where excavation 
has advanced, in specific parts of the cargo, digital applications and 3D technologies 
have been used to reconstruct the stowage arrangement. The preliminary results are 
discussed in this paper, which aims to demonstrate the importance of amphora cargoes 
in the study of ancient ships, the potential of 3D technologies, and the methodological 
issues involved in building a comprehensive hypothesis of spatial reconstruction.

University of Cyprus, Archaeolog-
ical Research Unit, Department of 
History and Archaeology, PO Box 
20537, Nicosia 1678, Cyprus; 
demesticha@ucy.ac.cy
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Reconstructing amphora stowage 
systems
The relationship between the shape and function of 
transport amphorae has been discussed in the literature 
either in general terms (Grace, 1979: 9; Radić-Rossi, 2006) 
or with reference to specific types (e.g. Vandiver and 
Koehler, 1986: 202-203 for the Corinthian amphorae). 
One of the commonly shared conclusions is that their 
elongated body shape, and their narrow bases ending in 
knobbed or stem-toes, made these containers suitable for 
stowing firmly and effectively, so that cargo shifting, and 
hence casualties, was avoided. A lading experiment with 
amphora copies carried out by the team of the Kyrenia 
shipwreck showed how important cargo stowage-patterns 
could be for the reconstruction of the ancient ship, even 
in cases where the hull was well preserved. Copies of 384 
amphorae were loaded into the hold of Kyrenia Liberty, a 
full-scale replica of the Kyrenia ship, but ‘the sheer volume 
of the jars excavated from the wreck was not fitting com-
fortably into the conjectured hull’ (Katzev, 2008: 78); this 
made Steffy, who reconstructed the ship, reconsider the 
ship’s lines and add 0.70  m to its height amidships. The 
cargo could not be taken into consideration in the cases 
of other replica ships, like those of Ma‘agan Mikhael (Ben 

Zeev et al. 2009; Cvikel and Hillman, this volume) and 
Jules-Verne 9 (Gyptis) (Pomey and Poveda, 2018), because 
it had been seriously disturbed in antiquity in the former 
and was completely absent in the latter.

Hypothetical reconstructions of cargo-amphorae 
stowage systems have been studied since the very early 
days of shipwreck archaeology, particularly after Roman 
shipwrecks with hundreds of amphorae were excavated 
in France and Italy. Fernard Benoît (1961; see also Long, 
1987) suggested that the Dressel 1A excavated from the 
shipwrecks of Grand Congloué were stowed in staggered 
rows (‘en quinconce’). According to his schema, the 
amphorae of the upper layer were set down halfway into 
the lower layer. Herman Wallinga (1964: 28-36) called on 
the experience of a professional stevedore (a person re-
sponsible for safe stowage of cargo in modern shipping) 
to argue that Benoît’s system would jeopardize the cargo; 
he proposed a more compact configuration that took 
dunnage – the brushwood used to secure the cargo – into 
consideration. 

Wallinga (1964: 31) was rather pessimistic about 
the possibility of understanding stowage systems from 
shipwrecks because of the site-formation processes that 
affected the amphorae positions – although he certainly 

Figure 1. Map of Cyprus showing the location of the Mazotos shipwreck (Map: Andonis Neophytou, Irene Katsouri).
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didn’t use this term. Almost a decade later, however, 
after the excavation of the Madrague de Giens shipwreck 
(Tchernia et al., 1978), things had fallen into place – or at 
least stowage systems were no longer just hypothetical. 
André Tchernia and Patrice Pomey meticulously studied 
the positions of the cargo items in the wreck’s assemblage; 
not sharing Wallinga’s pessimism, they tried to make the 
best out of an exceptionally preserved shipwreck and the 
accuracy that stereo-photography could provide at the 
time. Although three amphora layers were documented, 
the stowage system was reconstructed in detail only in 
the first two, because the upper one had been disturbed 
(Tchernia et al., 1978: 19, 21). Nonetheless, some key ob-
servations were made, the most important being that 
it would be very difficult to apply any single stowage 
pattern all along the hold because of the ship’s complex 
geometry. Four different patterns were suggested for 
Madrague de Giens, in staggered rows or square con-
figurations. Stowage in staggered rows was the most 
space-efficient and the predominant configuration found 
in that shipwreck. Excavation also confirmed Wallinga’s 
suggestion about the dunnage: pieces of juniper, heather, 
and rushes were found wedged between the amphorae 
of the first layer.

The method developed at the shipwreck of Madrague 
des Giens was also used for conjectural stowage recon-
structions of less well-preserved Roman sites. For the 
dolia wreck of Grand Ribaud D (Hesnard et al., 1988: 
139-140), the arrangement fore and aft of the central 
compartment was reconstructed with both stowage 
configurations, which resulted in two different quanti-
ties of stowed amphorae. However, in most reconstruc-
tions, for example of the Cala Culip IV (Nieto et al., 1989: 
229-231) or the Dramont C shipwrecks (Joncheray, 1994: 
21, 33), the excavators opted for staggered rows both 
in the main part of the hold and in the ship’s extrem-
ities, where the ship’s shape is irregular, because it is 
an easily applied pattern. Even the Canaanite jars in 
the Late Bronze Age shipwreck of Uluburun cargo (Lin, 
2003; Pulak, 2008: figs 92, 94) were ‘digitally stowed’ in 
staggered rows. This pattern was confirmed archae-
ologically when marks left on the outer walls of the 
Dressel 7-11 amphorae excavated from the Bou Ferrer 
shipwreck were plotted in a 3D digital environment (De 
Juan et al., 2011: 101-102). Interestingly, in this case, the 
distance between the amphorae was almost 100  mm, 
that is much farther than the 10-30 mm attested in the 
main hold of Madrague de Giens. Random stowage has 
only been suggested for the Late Roman ship Dramont 
E, which carried a heterogeneous cargo (Poveda, 2012).

In all cases discussed above, the stowage-patterns 
were tested for one or two tiers but not more. The gap 
for the dunnage was not taken into consideration for the 
hypothetical reconstructions, except for the two cases 

where it was archaeologically attested – that is, in Bou 
Ferrer and Madrague des Giens. However, excavation of 
the latter showed that this gap was modified according 
to the position within the ship and that it played a key 
role in the configuration of the upper layers, and hence 
the height of the cargo assemblage. Moreover, room for 
dunnage around the containers must have been crucial 
if random stowage configurations were applied. Such 
must have been the case of heterogeneous cargoes, 
where unavoidable gaps created between containers 
of different shapes should be filled because they would 
jeopardize the cargo’s safety. The same must be true for 
parts of the hold with irregular geometry, such as the 
bow or the hull sides.

The Mazotos shipwreck
Before any excavation took place, what was visible of 
the Mazotos shipwreck was an assemblage of partly 
buried or totally exposed amphorae lying on a flat 
seabed. This ship-shaped concentration was 17.5 m 
long and 8 m wide. Thus far, excavation has focused 
on the two extremities, the southern and the northern 
ends of the site (Fig. 2), and has provided evidence that 
they were the fore and aft parts of the ancient ship, as 
initially suspected. At the southern end, three anchors 
and a stone weight were found. Comparison with other 
shipwrecks with anchors found in situ (Haldane, 1984: 
63 note 147), such as the Ma’agan Mikhael (Rosloff, 
1991) and Kyrenia (van Duivenvoorde, 2012), shows 
that they were usually carried to the fore of the 
ship. The most important evidence came from the 
northern end of the site, however, where a cooking 
pot, a mortarium, and seven small vessels of tableware 
indicated that this was the stern cabin of the ship.

The keel was preserved to a length of 15.2  m. Only 
small parts of it were excavated at each end and these 
were found broken and partly destroyed, obviously 
having been exposed to woodborers for a while before 
the ship was buried. The starboard side of the hull is 
better preserved than the port side because the ship 
seems to have tilted to starboard after it landed on the 
seafloor: as a result, the cargo shifted westwards into the 
starboard pile, covering this side and thus protecting it 
from decaying.

Three pairs of lead cores and one pair of heavily con-
glomerated, iron arm-tips was what survived of the bow 
anchors (Demesticha/Δεμέστιχα, 2017: 287-288), which 
belonged to a known, 4th-century-BCE, wooden type, with 
two arms and a stock filled with molten lead – type IIA in 
Douglas Haldane’s typology (1990: 21). The arm-tips were 
associated with the starboard anchor; they were found 
2.2 m south of the pair of lead stocks, in a position that 
implies that they fell off the arms when the wood deteri-
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Figure 2. The Mazotos shipwreck. 3D models of the excavated 
amphorae have been added to the original 3D point cloud of the 
site to show the progress of the excavation at the bow and stern of 
the ancient ship (3D model and image composition: Irene Katsouri, 
MARELab).

Figure 3. Amphorae from the Mazotos wreck: a) the two sizes of 
Chian amphorae, large (l) and small (r); b) A Solokha 1 (‘Mushroom-
Rim’) amphora; c) possibly Lycian amphora (Drawings: Alvaro 
Ferreira, Jean Humbert, Image composition: Irene Katsouri, 
MARELab).
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orated. If this was the case, then the distance between the 
lead cores and the tips provides a good indication of the 
minimum length of the anchor (Demesticha et al., 2014: 
146, fig. 10). A third anchor, half the size of the other two, 
was found next to the starboard bower anchor and under 
three amphorae lying on their sides; they had either fallen 
on top of the small anchor after the starboard side of the 
hold collapsed, or the anchor was stored inside the hold, 
next to or under them.

Between 2010 and 2016, a minimum number of 
149 individual transport amphorae (MNI) were raised 
from the seabed. The vast majority of them belonged 
to a well-established type of Greek maritime transport 
containers from the island of Chios (Fig. 3a). They bear 
the typical 4th-century-BCE features of the series  – a 
long cylindrical neck with a simple, rounded rim, a 
sharp-edged shoulder that continues to a conical body, 
and a ‘dunce cap’-shaped, hollowed toe (Anderson, 
1954: 170; Grace and Savvatianou-Pétropoulakou, 1970: 
259-260; Lawall, 1998: 80-81). Chian amphora produc-
tion has been attested since the Archaic period, with 
a wide distribution in and outside the Aegean. The 
island’s wine, praised by ancient authors (Salviat, 1986: 
187-92), must have been their principal content. In the 
4th century BCE, in particular, it seems that Chios was 
one of the main exporters of Aegean wine, especially to 
the Black Sea, which can be associated with the involve-
ment of Chian merchants with the transport of grain 
(Sarikakis, 1986: 123-124; Bylkova, 2005: 219-223). The 
distribution of Chian amphorae in the eastern Mediter-
ranean during the same period seems to have been sig-
nificantly smaller (Demesticha, 2009), with the Mazotos 
shipwreck being the only one in the region thus far with 
Chian amphorae as cargo.

All recovered amphorae from the shipwreck have 
been documented in three dimensions and their digital 
models have been plotted in the 3D model of the site (the 
process is described in Demesticha et al., 2014). In order 
to proceed with preliminary stowing experiments of the 
Mazotos cargo in a digital environment, however, an 
average Chian amphora model was used for amphorae 
found in a fragmentary condition. To do this, the di-
mensions of 74 containers with preserved profiles were 
taken into consideration. They formed two consistent 
groups  – one of large and one of small amphorae. The 
vast majority, 67 out of 74, belonged to the large variant: 
their height was 910-980  mm and their capacity (up to 
the top of the neck) was 22-24 litres.

Based on their capacity and linear measurements, a 
parametric 3D model was created with the average di-
mensions as follows: total height, 940 mm; neck height, 
287  mm; rim diameter (external), 99.4‒116  mm (oval 
shape); maximum shoulder diameter, 360 mm (Fig. 4a). 

The capacity of the average model was 21.5 litres, which 
is close to the value range of the measured containers.

The dimensions of the remaining seven, small-
sized amphorae were more consistent: their height 
was 738-775  mm and their capacity 9.7-10 litres. The 
dimensions of the small-sized parametric model were 
as follows: total height, 751  mm; neck height, 258  mm; 
rim diameter (external), 105  mm; maximum shoulder 
diameter 283.4 mm (Fig. 4b).

More types were found in the cargo but only in in-
significant numbers. No more than nine containers 
(ΜΝΙ) could be classified within a broad amphora family 
known as Solokha I or Mushroom-Rim amphorae (Fig. 3b) 
(Lawall, 2005: 33, n. 14). They were very common in 
the Aegean from the beginning of the 4th century BCE 
and come from diverse centres. Their production has 
been verified by kiln discoveries in Klazomenai (Doger, 
1986), Paros, Ephesos, Knidos, the Datça peninsula, 
Rhodes (Empereur et al., 1999: 289; Garlan, 2000: 73) and 
Cos (Kantzia/ Κάντζια, 1994: 335-337). Ιn the Mazotos 
shipwreck, they were found in the top layers, mostly in 
the front half of the assemblage.

Figure 4. Average models of Chian amphorae with their dimensions: 
a) large; b) small (3D model and image composition: Irene Katsouri, 
MARELab).
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A third amphora group comprises six containers, 
of north Aegean origin with characteristic stem-toes 
(Lawall, 1997: 114-118). The Mazotos type presents 
more similarities with amphorae from Mende (Pa-
padopoulos and Paspalas, 1999; Filis, 2012), but it 
is difficult to attribute them to a specific workshop 
before any fabric analysis is conducted. They had 
been stowed in the bottom layer of the aft part of 
the hold, under and among the amphorae from Chios 
(Fig. 5), and more of them are likely to be found in the 
unexcavated part of this area.

A few non-cargo amphorae were also found in the 
hold. At the starboard side of the bow, the upper part of 
a Coan amphora was found broken in situ. Character-
ized by their double-barrelled handles, Coan amphorae 
appeared at the beginning of the 4th century BCE and 
were widely distributed and imitated in the Hellenis-
tic and Roman periods (Georgopoulos, 2004; Moore, 
2011). The Mazotos examples belong to the early 

variants of the series. Close to the Coan amphorae, 
two partly preserved containers of a less-known type 
were excavated. Their base ends in a short stem and 
their shape and features are very similar to amphorae 
attested in Lycia and Pampylia, with only a regional 
distribution (Fig. 3c) (Dündar, 2012: 47-50).

Apart from foodstuffs packed in transport 
amphorae, the Mazotos ship was also carrying 
tableware: at least 55 jugs were excavated at the 
aft part of the hold (Fig. 6). A layer of pitch on their 
interior associates them with serving wine. They have 
a squat body and fabric very similar to that of the 
Chian amphorae, although no analysis has been done 
as yet. A jug with a similar body was found on the Chi-
os-Oinnousses wreck (Foley et al., 2009: 290). Similar 
jugs with ring foot and a characteristic ridge below the 
rim were also common in Hellenistic layers of Athens, 
appearing at the end of the 4th and continuing to the 
1st century BCE (Rotroff, 2006: 73-76).

Figure 5. North Aegean 
amphorae, still standing in the aft 
part of the hold (Photo: Andreas 
Kazamias, MARELab).

Figure 6. One of the 55 jugs 
excavated from the aft part of 
the hold (Photo: Irene Katsouri. 
Drawing: Jean Humbert / image 
composition: Irene Katsouri, 
MARELab).
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Amphora stowage and the ship’s 
interior space
From the beginning of the Μazotos shipwreck project, 
we have tried to estimate the total number of cargo 
amphorae: in the first preliminary report, approximately 
500 amphorae were counted on the photomosaic (De-
mesticha, 2011). As the excavation has progressed and 
we have gained a better sense of the site and what part 
of the cargo was still completely buried under the sand, 
the estimated number has increased to approximately 
800 amphorae (Demesticha et al., 2014). It soon became 
obvious that a more consistent method had to be applied 
for the study of the ship’s carrying capacity. The first 
step was to determine the stowage system. Thanks to the 
detailed documentation used in the project, the positions 
of all finds have been plotted in a 3D model of the site, 
which is updated after every new field season. Thus, all 
stratigraphic data were documented and could be used 
for the stowage-system reconstruction, at least for the 
areas where excavation has advanced adequately.

One of the first issues to be tackled was relocat-
ing the original positions of amphorae that have been 
disturbed since the wreckage, mainly as a result of 
site-formation processes. A few amphorae must have 
bounced off the assemblage when the ship reached the 
flat seabed. Most of them either, however, broke in situ 
or were shifted (or tilted) from their original position. 
This happened when the ship listed as it settled on the 
seafloor, or later, when they lost their support-surface 
as the wooden hull gradually disintegrated. This was 
especially true for the upper and side layers of the as-
semblage. The fact that the ship listed to its starboard 
side after it reached the seafloor is demonstrated by the 
position of the amphorae on the western (starboard) 
side; most of them are inclined outwards along the 
entire assemblage, from bow to stern. Some have been 
found away from the main concentration lying on their 
sides; having come from the upper tiers, they possibly 
fell on the seabed when the exposed parts of the hull 
decayed (for a very instructive plan of this procedure, 
see Tchernia et al., 1978: fig. 14).

The stratigraphy of the centre of the hold, where the 
bulk of the cargo is concentrated, was the least affected 
by the post-wreckage formation processes. Even before 
excavation, there were places where amphorae had 
preserved their upright positions and it was obvious that 
no less than three amphora tiers had been stacked. Ex-
cavation is still ongoing at this part and has not yet fully 
exposed the lower tier. Plotting the amphora positions in 
three dimensions, however, has corroborated the initial 
hypothesis that three or four amphora tiers were stowed 
in the main part of the hold (Fig. 7). At the current stage 
of research, it is difficult to determine which stowage 
pattern was used: nonetheless, the square configuration 

seems to be the most likely choice. Careful study of the 
3D point cloud also showed that there was a distance of 
about 80 mm between the amphorae at the centre of the 
assemblage. This, of course, can only be used as an in-
dicative value, because the amphora positions have been 
affected by the wreckage and because no dunnage, which 
may have been used to maintain a distance between 
them, has been preserved.

The excavated part of the stern seems to correspond 
to the area between the aft end of hold and the cabin 
(Fig. 8). The hull and the keel were found broken, but 
towards the centre of the assemblage the hull was better 
preserved under amphorae still standing in their original 
position. Although the bulkhead was not preserved, the 
location of the finds left little doubt of the spatial arrange-
ment: the cargo amphorae that were originally standing 
against the bulkhead were found lying on the seafloor, in 
a south-to-north orientation, over non-cargo items that 
must have been stored in the stern cabin. This seems to 
have been a rather dramatic episode of collapse: jugs, 
most probably having fallen from somewhere higher 
up, broke the amphorae within which they were later 
found, and other cargo items spilled far from the main 
assemblage.

The excavation of the bow area is in a more advanced 
stage and has completely exposed the fore end of the 
hold (Fig. 9). Stratigraphic analysis showed that no more 
than two layers of amphorae were stowed in this part 

Figure 7. Reconstructing the stowage system in the partly excavated 
central part of the assemblage: a) 3D point cloud of a section 
where different tiers are visible; b) and d) the same section with the 
Average Large Chian amphora models, in situ; c) a side view of the 
position of the amphora models (3D model and image composition: 
Irene Katsouri, MARELab).
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Figure 9. Plan view of the excavated 
part of the bow. The lead cores of the 
small anchor (M0006-M0003) can be 
distinguished under the wire-frame 
models on the right, and the preserved 
part of the keel under the models on 
the left. M0308 and M0309 are parts 
of the starboard bower’s stock; M0010 
and M0012 are its arm-tips. M0004 
and M0057 belong to the port bower 
(3D model and image composition: 
Irene Katsouri, MARELab).

1 m

Figure 8. Plan view of the northern end of the 
assemblage, which corresponds to the aft end of 
the hold. Cargo amphorae and jugs were found 
scattered, having spilled off the main assemblage 
after the hull collapsed (3D model and image 
composition: Irene Katsouri, MARELab).
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of the ship (Fig. 10). Most of them were either broken 
in situ or had fallen on their sides and shifted – not far 
from their original positions. This small movement must 
have been the result of an impact, after the collapse of 
the foredeck under which the amphorae were stacked. 
The location of the three anchors is indicative of this 
collapse: after the ship tilted to starboard, the anchors 
must have fallen to the seabed, one to port and one to 
starboard of the bow. No artefacts were found under-
neath them, so most probably the anchors were stored 
outside the gunwale, not on the deck.

The 42 excavated amphorae that comprise this 
cargo block at the fore end of the hold were found 
between the two bowers. These anchors must have 
created a barrier that prevented the amphorae from 
spilling farther off the concentration, which seems to 
be what happened along the remaining western side of 
the assemblage. The positions of the amphorae support 
this hypothetical scenario:

1. There is a line of amphorae at the starboard (western) 
side that has fallen eastwards (rim to the east and toe 
to the west), instead of westwards (rim to the west 
and toe to the east); these must have been stored 
against the starboard side of the bow, inside of where 
the anchor was attached. When this part collapsed, 
it seems to have pushed them eastwards against 
the rest of the amphorae, that had fallen westwards 
when the ship tilted.

2. The port side of the cargo shifted into the starboard 
side and this must have caused some of the breakages 
found in situ. Most of the upper-tier amphorae were 
found at the port side.

3. In the fore end of the concentration, some amphorae 
were found broken and turned upside down: perhaps 
they were bounced from their original positions 
when the ship reached the seabed and broke open.

According to the above observations and stratigraphic 
analysis (Table 1), 26 amphorae were stowed in the lower 
tier and 16 at the upper one (42 in all).

If this hypothesis describes, even roughly, the episodes 
of the ship’s gradual collapse, the positions of the anchors 
and the amphorae can provide clues to the size of the ship’s 
bow. The minimum width of the hold’s bottom between 
the two bowers must have been enough to accommodate 
the amphorae of the lower tier and certainly no less than 
double the current distance between the starboard anchor 
and the keel (2 x 1.19 m = 2.36 m), given that the starboard 
anchor fell on the seabed, most probably next to ship’s 
bilge, whereas the port anchor was moved toward the keel 
when the ship tilted westwards.

To test this hypothesis, we tried to stow these 42 
amphorae in a virtual space that roughly follows the 
lines of a ship’s bow. A gap of 100 mm was left between 
the amphorae. Although they had moved from their 
original positions, it was obvious that there had been 

Figure 10. Section of the excavated part of the 
bow (3D model and image composition: Irene 
Katsouri, MARELab).
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Find No. Description Layer/ Orientation Interpretation 3D Model Used

Lower Upper Uncertain

P0001 Chian, almost complete, missing one handle. Large 
hole on its shoulder and body

W Upper layer, in the middle Actual

P0141 Mushroom-Rim, almost complete. Large hole on its 
shoulder and body

E Starboard side, upper tier Actual

P0159 Chian, complete W Port side, upper tier Actual

P0252 Chian, almost complete, missing part of the rim E Upper tier, in the middle Actual

P0259 Chian, almost complete, with large hole on body and 
part of rim broken 

W Port side, upper tier Actual

P0260 Chian, lower part W Uncertain side because it was a free surface find Average Large

P0264 Chian, almost complete, with one handle broken in 
situ

W Starboard side, upper tier Actual

P0272 Chian, almost complete, missing the toe
W

Starboard side, upper tier Actual

P0275 Almost complete Lycian?, missing one handle, part of 
neck and rim

W/ U Starboard side, uncertain tier Actual

P0277 Chian, complete, small size S Starboard side, upper tier, against the hull? Actual

P0283 Chian, complete, small size W Starboard side, upper tier Actual

P0290 Chian, missing one handle, as well as part of rim and 
neck

E Starboard side, against the hull? Actual

P0291 Chian, broken in situ E Starboard side, against the hull affected by the 
anchor collapse

Actual

P0312 Chian, complete E Starboard side, lower tier Actual

P0313 Chian, broken in situ W In the middle; it collapsed and then P0355 fell on 
top of it and broke it in situ

Average Large

P0314 Lycian? half of lower part W Starboard side, against the hull? Average (P0275)

P0352 Chian, complete W Starboard side, against the hull affected by the 
anchor collapse

Actual

P0353 Chian, lower part U Lower tier, in the middle Average Large

P0355 Chian, lower part U Upper tier in the middle; it fell and broke P0313 Average Large

P0356 Chian, complete W Port side, lower tier Actual

P0357 Chian, broken in situ W Lower tier, in the middle Average Large

P0360 Chian, lower part U/W Starboard side, lower tier Average Large

P0367 Chian, complete W Port side, lower tier Actual

P0368 Small Chian, missing part of rim and neck and one 
handle

W Lower tier, in the middle Actual

P0372 Chian missing part of rim and neck W Port side, lower tier Actual

P0373 Chian, complete with a hole below its shoulder E Port side, against the hull Actual

P0374 Chian complete E Port side, against the hull Actual

P0377 Chian, lower part U/W Port side, lower tier Average Large

P0378 Chian, small size, partly visible (still in situ) E Port side, lower tier, against the hull Average Small

P0382 Chian, lower part S Port side, lower tier Average Small

P0383 Chian, lower part E Port side, tier uncertain because it was found off 
the main concentration 

Average Large

P0384 Coan amphora, upper part N Starboard side, against the hull? Average (P0144)

P0385 Chian, broken in situ W At the foremost end of the hold Average Large

P0387 Chian, lower part W Port side, lower tier Average
Large

P0388 Chian missing part of rim and neck E Port side, against the hull, higher that the lower 
tier

Actual

P0389 Small Chian missing part of rim and neck N Port side, against the hull, possibly foremost end 
of the hold 

Actual

P0392 Chian, lower part NA Port side, lower tier, close to the fore most end of 
the hold. It was found upside down

Average Large

P0399 Chian, lower part E Starboard side, uncertain tier (it was hypothetical-
ly placed in the upper tier)

Average Large

P0401 Mushroom-Rim, lower part NA At the fore most end of the hold. It was found 
upside down

Average (P0144)

P0818 Chian, lower part U/E Starboard side, lower tier Average Large

P0819 Chian, lower part W Lower tier, in the middle Average
Large

P0359 Chian, complete W Lower tier, in the middle Average Large
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space among them before the collapse. For example, in 
more than one case, the necks of amphorae lying on their 
side were found between the lower halves of amphorae 
still standing in an upright position (Fig. 11), which 
means that they could not have moved significantly from 
their original positions. Moreover, despite the confined 
space, most amphorae had collapsed on the seafloor. In 
addition, the ship’s geometry at this part, with curved 
surfaces under and at the side of the cargo block, does 
not allow for dense stowage, as the example of Madrague 
des Giens has demonstrated. Ample space between the 
amphorae must have also facilitated stowage under a 
deck; the upper layer was stowed from the side, not from 
above – in which case, it was important to leave enough 
room for manoeuvring between the lower-tier contain-
ers. The limited number of containers in the upper tier 
also corroborates this scenario.

To reconstruct the original location of each individ-
ual amphora, the following factors were determined: its 
stratigraphic unit (upper or lower layer), its orientation 
and its position as found in relation to the keel (port, 
starboard, or in the middle) (Table 1). Actual 3D models 
of the finds were used wherever possible but when only 
partly preserved ones remained, the parametric model 
was used to represent the originals. As a result of this 
analysis six rows of amphorae, transversal to the keel 
axis, were detected in the lower tier, although the number 
of containers in each row was not always straightfor-
ward: in other words, it was not always clear in which 
row to place an amphora when its original position had 
been seriously disturbed. Following the pattern created 
by the amphora find-spots, six containers were placed in 

Table 1 (Opposite page). The 
stowage arrangement of 42 
amphorae discussed in the paper, 
with descriptions of their original 
and the reconstructed positions 
(W= westwards, E=eastwards, 
S=southwards, N=northwards, 
U=upright, NA = not applicable).

Figure 11. Amphorae at the bow: 
No. 359 is lying between two 
lower halves, still standing in an 
upright position (Photo: Andonis 
Neophytou, MARELab).

Figure 12. Schematic plan of the suggested stowage reconstruction, 
at the fore end of the bow. The lower tier is marked with grey circles 
and the upper tier with purple.

the first row (counting from north to south), four in the 
second, six in the third row and then five, three and two 
in the remaining rows (Fig. 12). Such an arrangement can 
be explained by the irregular shape of the hold’s space at 
the bow but it still leaves several gaps that would have 
had to be filled to stop the cargo from moving around.

For example, the 16 containers of the upper tier were 
found mainly at the port side, so their reconstructed 
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Figure 13. Stowage reconstructions at the bow end: a) and b) views of the suggested stowage reconstruction, with the find spots taken into 
account; c) two different hypothetical reconstructions where find-spots are not taken into account (3D model and image composition: Irene 
Katsouri, MARELab).
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distribution is uneven, leaving a large gap at the starboard 
side. If this is not the result of disturbance from the deck 
collapse, it may represent a true gap, where organic 
material (nets or rope, now destroyed) was stored. In this 
hypothetical reconstruction, staggered rows are used 
instead of the square arrangement, because they work 
better with irregular distribution. Based on this arrange-
ment, the minimum dimensions of the ship’s bow com-
partment excavated thus far should be as follows: height, 
1.70 m; width, 2.62 m; length, 2.50 m (Fig. 13 a-b).

The last phase of this project was to stow the 42 
amphorae without taking their specific find-spots into 
consideration, a procedure that is usually followed for 
scattered assemblages, where the ship’s internal stra-
tigraphy is completely disturbed. The maximum width 
and length of these conjectural blocks differed in each 
arrangement (width, 2.62-3.12  m; length, 2.05-2.80  m) 
(Fig. 13c) but the height remained the same.

Discussion
In conducting this spatial analysis of the Mazotos bow 
area, several challenges arose that are more typical of 
disturbed than of well-preserved shipwreck sites. The re-
construction discussed above was based on find-spots that 
have been affected by diverse processes, impossible to 
determine with certainty, so the stratigraphic permutation 
(the detection of the temporal relationship of different 
units of stratification) remains hypothetical. Nonetheless, 
the process was very instructive, in several respects:

First, it demonstrated that hypothetical reconstruc-
tions that do not include stratigraphic data can provide 
a rough estimate of the volume, but cannot demonstrate 
potential particularities of specific ships, especially as 
far as depth is concerned. The distance between the con-
tainers of the lower tier is decisive because it determines 
how far down the upper tiers can be set into the lower 
ones. Although in well-preserved shipwrecks, such as the 
Madrague de Giens or Mazotos, there is a good chance 
that this distance is preserved at the centre of the hold, it 
is difficult to detect at the extremities, which suffer most 
from impact with the seafloor. Still, accurate mapping 
of the relative positions of the Mazotos finds, even the 
fragmentarily preserved ones revealed useful clues that 
indicated gaps of around 100 mm between the containers. 
For methodological reasons, this was kept for the entire 
lower tier, although most probably no such strict rule was 
applied in antiquity. The maximum height of the cargo 
block reconstructed with the proposed arrangement was 
1.7  m but more space should be allowed between the 
top layer and the deck above, to enable safe loading and 
manoeuvring. For ships of this period, there is no other 
archaeological evidence regarding the foredeck, so this 
is the first indication of the foredeck’s place in the hull 

(the maximum distance of the Kyrenia II foredeck from 
the keel is 1.35 m but this was not determined based on 
stratigraphic data, Kariolou, pers. comm., 2018).

Second, the compartment under the foredeck was 
unlikely to have been loaded all the way to the stem, 
since some space must have been left for non-cargo items 
that also had to be stored there. The lading processes are 
also among the unknowns of the hypothetical stowage, 
especially in the case of the compartment under the deck, 
not only are we unable to determine the system used 
when it was necessary to rearrange the cargo or accom-
modate non-standard containers and other artefacts in 
the hold, but it is also uncertain if there was a hatch or 
another opening to facilitate stowage. Although the gaps 
among the recorded amphorae at the starboard side of 
the Mazotos ship bow may suggest such use, the recon-
structed cargo block can only be considered indicative of 
the compartment’s minimum size. What the stratigraph-
ic and spatial analysis did demonstrate, however, is that 
random stowage with irregular gaps may have been a 
common practice in the limited covered space of ancient 
merchantmen. Such practices cannot be reconstructed 
with precision but cannot be ignored either, since they 
contribute to the discussion of specific spatial arrange-
ments (as, for example, non-cargo items storage), which 
must be taken into account when replicas are designed.

Where and how the anchors were stored was also an 
issue when attempting to explain the amphora positions. 
Stratigraphic evidence from Mazotos implies that the 
anchors were stored outboard, not on the deck, which 
makes sense for practical reasons: the limited space of 
the foredeck would have been too small for two anchors, 
each more than 2.5 m long. Such an arrangement finds 
parallels in iconographic evidence: two Hellenistic ship 
graffiti from the House of Dionysus on Delos show mer-
chantmen with the anchors fixed on the hull’s outboard 
sides (Basch, 1987: 373, nos 7 and 9).

Apart from information on the ship itself, spatial 
analysis of the cargo can also provide useful insights 
into the ship’s possible ports-of-call before it sank off 
the coast of Cyprus. The homogeneity of the cargo 
allows us to assume with some confidence that all the 
Chian amphorae were loaded on the island of Chios. 
The northern Aegean amphorae of the stern were found 
stowed among and under Chian ones, so they might also 
have been loaded on Chios. The provenance of all the 
non-Chian amphorae of the cargo block analysed above, 
however, is located south of Chios, on the sea route from 
the Aegean to the eastern Mediterranean. These include 
the Coan (P0384), the southern-Aegean Mushroom-Rim 
(P0141) and the two possibly Lycian amphorae (P0314 
and P0275). Since none of them belonged to the lower 
tier (Fig. 9), it seems plausible to suggest that they could 
have been bought en route to Cyprus, either as cargo or 
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as provisions, and were stowed in the bow compartment, 
on top of the Chians, as shown in the reconstruction in 
Figure 13.

Conclusions
The spatial analysis of the Mazotos finds conducted thus 
far, while partial, has demonstrated how digital mapping 
and visualization in three dimensions can open new 
paths for shipwreck archaeology. As excavation pro-
gresses to less disturbed areas, more clues will be added 
to the puzzle of the original ship’s spatial arrangement. 
For example, when the bow compartment has been fully 
excavated, a more comprehensive reconstruction of its 
destruction will be possible. In addition, apart from the 
documentation of the amphora positions, different kinds 
of evidence can be plotted in three dimensions: this 
would include marks on the exterior of the amphorae, 
break patterns, and the stratigraphy of organic finds. The 
goal is to understand better the natural site-formation 
processes and combine not only spatial but also temporal 
information to explain the sequence of collapse episodes 
that took place in the wrecked ship.

Micro-scale documentation can lead to more 
advanced archaeological hermeneutics and contribute 
significantly to the study of ancient ships and trade mech-
anisms. As measurement and data-gathering become 
less complicated and the accuracy of data acquisition 
helps advance documentation methods, more specific 
and incisive questions can be asked. Thus, despite the 
numerous unknown factors, reconstructing the lost 
spaces within ancient shipwrecks is now certainly more 
feasible than ever before.
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